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Chapter 1 : American Poverty in a New Era of Reform by Harrell R. Rodgers Jr.
This new edition of American Poverty in a New Era of Reform provides a comprehensive examination of the extent,
causes, effects, and costs of American poverty nearly ten years after the passage of the Personal Responsibility and
Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) in

In , the first form of American federal welfare as we know it was bornâ€”the New Deal. That, Roosevelt
argued, was something the federal government could change. It was a seismic effort from the federal
government that, from its inception, ignited debate. Funded by federal tax dollars, welfare use by families
ballooned far beyond the Depression era. In , , families received support. By , that number soared to 1,, Aid,
however, was not always distributed fairly. Families of color were largely left out of, or actively block from,
government policy. President Bill Clinton signing the welfare reform bill, Four years later, The Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act was passed that gave states control of welfare,
ending six decades of federal government control of the programs. In dismantling that model, he created
something new: Instead of welfare being funded in a more open-ended manner, now welfare was funded by
federal block grants to states, along with a requirement that states had to match some of the federal dollars.
This legislation also created caps for how long and how much aid a person could receive, and well as
instituting harsher punishments for recipients who did not comply with the requirements. In the late s, the
economy was booming and to many analysts, it looked as though the Clinton-era welfare reforms were a
success. But when the Financial Crisis of hit, an additional 1. Critics argued that because the number of funds
that states received in block grants had not been adjusted for inflation since the s, states had significantly less
money on hand to be able to meet welfare needs in a new era. In , approximately Children actually received
the largest amount, with an average of In April , Trump signed the Reducing Poverty in America by
Promoting Opportunity and Economic Mobility , executive order which ordered government secretaries to
review their existing welfare programs and propose new regulations. It is believed that these new regulations
would focus on cuts, including stronger work requirements. We strive for accuracy and fairness. Twice a week
we compile our most fascinating features and deliver them straight to you.
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American Poverty in a New Era of Reform [Harrell R. Rodgers] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The welfare reform plan enacted in the USA in August was designed to assist as many of the poor as possible to
become self-reliant.

We will study the nature of poverty, the development of antipoverty policies and programs, contending
theories about the causes of poverty and welfare, approaches to welfare reform, and the current progress of
reform. The welfare rolls recently dropped sharply due to good economic conditions and reforms to enforce
work going back about ten years. A radical welfare reform enacted in is up for reauthorization this year. While
the recent changes are conservative, they have also raised work levels among the poor, and this favors a more
liberal social policy in future. These issues are the focus of my research and the subject of my books, two of
which are assigned in the course. I favor work requirements in welfare, and I often consult on this subject with
Congress, local and federal agencies, and the press. I am currently writing a book on welfare reform in
Wisconsin, the state that has led the nation in work-oriented reform. However, I will conduct the course to
promote debate on these issues rather than to sell you my views. Many of the authors assigned in the course
disagree with me. You will have ample opportunity to develop your own position, and doing this is the main
point of the course. There will be discussion during the lectures, and there will also be separate discussion
sections. They are listed in rough order of assignment: Mead, The New Politics of Poverty: Blank, It Takes a
Nation: Princeton University Press, David Schmidtz and Robert E. Cambridge University Press, Harvard
University Press, Russell Sage Foundation, Some added readings will be on reserve at Bobst. Items may be
found on the Bobst computer system by searching under the author, title, my name, or the course number.
Students may purchase a copy of the reserve readings at Unique Copy Center at Greene Street An Overview,"
The Public Interest, no. University of Chicago Press, , chs. Charles Murray, Losing Ground: American Social
Policy, New York: Massey and Nancy A. Harvard University Press, , ch. Joleen Kirschenman and Kathryn M.
Christopher Jencks and Paul E. Brookings, , pp. Frances Fox Piven and Richard A. The Attack on the Welfare
State, ed. Fred Block et al. Pantheon, , ch. Margaret Weir et al. Princeton University Press, , ch. Free Press, ,
chs. Theda Skocpol, "Sustainable Social Policy: The exams will each count 25 percent of the final grade, the
paper 30 percent, participation 20 percent. The midterm and final examinations will be two-part. Half of each
test will be to write six identifications of terms or concepts from the course, chosen out of The other half will
be to answer one broad essay question, chosen out of three. Each part of the test will count about half the
grade. Both halves of the midterm exam will cover all material up to that point in the course. On the final, the
identifications will be drawn from material after the midterm, but the essays will cover the whole course.
Details about the paper are given below. Participation grades will consider both attendance at the lectures and
sections and contributions to discussion. For each lecture, an issue will be posed to which students should
prepare responses, to be made orally. Discussion will seek, not only to contrast different positions, but to
identify the underlying assumptions that really divide them. These premises, I believe, often come down to
what psychology one imputes to the poor or the better-off. All these assessments will emphasize quality of
argument. While you may differ with my views, your own positions should not rest entirely on personal
preferences. You must also appeal to hard evidence. Assessments will stress how, and whether, students make
use of the assigned readings. You will not be able to get through the course relying only on background
knowledge or the lectures. Students are strongly advised to do the readings prior to the classes for which they
are assigned, and to take notes on them. Handouts on this and other useful skills will be distributed. Final
grades will be determined by ranking the class on the basis of average. Students should note that, because of
this scaling procedure, final grades may not correspond precisely to what one would expect on the basis of
average. Extensions, makeups, or Incompletes will be given only for unexpected demands on your time, such
as illness or family crises--not press of other obligations that can be foreseen. Incompletes will be given only
for cause and only on the basis of consultation prior to the final exam. To arrange extensions, makeups, or
Incompletes, students must confer with me in my office during office hours or at other agreed times. So, if you
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are in difficulties, do not assume that you can always arrange an Incomplete sometime later. Students who
disappear without explanation will simply fail the course. Rather, consult with me in good time. Authors
mentioned refer to the books or additional readings listed above. Readings should be completed in advance of
class, to permit participation in discussion. Overview of the course and the subject. Blank, introduction; Mead,
New Politics, chs. The poor as understood in history, in the public understanding, and in the poverty measure
used by government. Should our definition of poverty consider the lifestyle of the poor, or only their income?
Who Are the Poor? The composition of the poor population. Variations by demographic characteristics and
other variables. The crucial problem of low work levels. Is the poverty debate really about low incomeâ€”or is
it about employment? Handout on poverty; Rodgers, ch. The important distinction between the short-term
poor and dependent and the long-term.. The underclass and the homeless. Are the poor different from other
people? Public attitudes toward poverty and welfare. Historic patterns of poverty politics. Does the public
accept or reject the poor? Mead, New Politics, pp. Poverty before Guest lecturer: The poverty problem through
the s. The New Deal reforms and the postwar elimination of most working poverty. Back when America was
poor, in what sense was poverty an issue? Poverty becomes a political issue, and becomes less tractable. In the
s and s the War on Poverty led to a profusion of new social programs, most of them still operating. Was the
Great Society conservative or liberal? Great Society handout; Patterson, chs. The idea of income transfers as a
solution to poverty. The doubling of the welfare rolls around Since , another boomâ€”and then a sharp fall. Is
welfare dependency something government controls or not? After , the Republicans attack abuses, curb
dependency, and impose tougher work and child support requirements. Did conservative antipoverty policy
succeed any better than liberal?
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Chapter 3 : American poverty in a new era of reform / Harrell R. Rodgers, Jr | National Library of Australia
American Poverty in a New Era of Reform has 5 ratings and 0 reviews. The welfare reform plan enacted in the USA in
August was designed to assist as.

How Many Americans Are Poor? The American Poor; 4. Why Are People Poor in America? The Evolution of
Welfare: Ending Welfare as We Know It; 6. The American Welfare System; 8. The Impact of Welfare
Reform; 9. May 17 Condition: Used - Good Ships same day or next business day! Used books may not include
working access code or dust jacket. Payment We accept PayPal for all eBay orders. Please see payment details
below. We will only ship to the address that is entered into PayPal when payment is made! Shipping Multiple
shipping options are available for this item. For more detail, please see below, and select the shipping option
that is most convenient for you. Returns We have a 30 day return policy. The return must be postmarked
within 30 days of the delivery date. Once the item has been returned, we will initiate an item-only refund
shipping costs are non-refundable. We do not provide return labels for general returns. Seller assumes all
responsibility for this listing. Shipping and handling The seller has not specified a shipping method to
Germany. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping
cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Quantity:
There are 7 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 7. Select a valid country. Please enter 5
or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code.
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american poverty in a new era of reform has 5 ratings and 0 reviews the welfare reform plan enacted in the usa in
august was designed to Page 1. P.

Personal use only; commercial use is strictly prohibited for details see Privacy Policy and Legal Notice.
Political corruption seemed endemic at all levels of government. An unregulated capitalist industrial economy
exploited workers and threatened to create a serious class divide, especially as the legal system protected the
rights of business over labor. Mass urbanization was shifting the country from a rural, agricultural society to
an urban, industrial one characterized by poverty, disease, crime, and cultural clash. Rapid technological
advancements brought new, and often frightening, changes into daily life that left many people feeling that
they had little control over their lives. Movements for socialism, woman suffrage, and rights for African
Americans, immigrants, and workers belied the rhetoric of the United States as a just and equal democratic
society for all its members. Responding to the challenges presented by these problems, and fearful that without
substantial change the country might experience class upheaval, groups of Americans proposed undertaking
significant reforms. Underlying all proposed reforms was a desire to bring more justice and equality into a
society that seemed increasingly to lack these ideals. Yet there was no agreement among these groups about
the exact threat that confronted the nation, the means to resolve problems, or how to implement reforms.
Despite this lack of agreement, all so-called Progressive reformers were modernizers. All Progressivisms were
seeking a via media, a middle way between relying on older ideas of 19th-century liberal capitalism and the
more radical proposals to reform society through either social democracy or socialism. Despite differences
among Progressives, the types of Progressivisms put forth, and the successes and failures of Progressivism,
this reform era raised into national discourse debates over the nature and meaning of democracy, how and for
whom a democratic society should work, and what it meant to be a forward-looking society. It also led to the
implementation of an activist state. Progressives , Progressivisms , democracy , reform , justice , equality ,
capitalism , urbanization , immigration , corruption The reform impulse of the decades from the s into the s did
not erupt suddenly in the s. Previous movements, such as the Mugwump faction of the Republican Party and
the Knights of Labor, had challenged existing conditions in the s and s. Such earlier movements either tended
to focus on the problems of a particular group or were too small to effect much change. The Populists lost
their separate identity when the Democratic Party absorbed their agenda. The reform proposals of the
Progressive era differed from those of these earlier protest movements. Progressives came from all strata of
society. Progressivism aimed to implement comprehensive systemic reforms to change the direction of the
country. Political corruption, economic exploitation, mass migration and urbanization, rapid technological
advancements, and social unrest challenged the rhetoric of the United States as a just and equal society.
Progressives did not seek to overturn capitalism. They wanted to replace an individualistic, competitive
society with a more cooperative, democratic one. They sought to bring a measure of social justice for all
people, to eliminate political corruption, and to rebalance the relationship among business, labor, and
consumers by introducing economic regulation. Social Justice Progressivism Social justice Progressives
wanted an activist state whose first priority was to provide for the common welfare. Jane Addams argued that
real democracy must operate from a sense of social morality that would foster the greater good of all rather
than protect those with wealth and power. Several basic premises that currently structured the country had to
be rethought, and social justice Progressivism was promoted largely by women who lacked official political
power. Legal Precedent or Social Realism The existing legal system protected the rights of business and
property over labor. In , the Supreme Court in Ritchie v. The Court confined the police power of the state to
protecting immediate health and safety, not groups of people in industries. New York, the Court declared that
the state had no interest in regulating the hours of male bakers. To circumvent these rulings, Kelley, Josephine
Goldmark, and Louis Brandeis contended that law should address social realities. The Brandeis brief to the
Supreme Court in , in Muller v. When the Court agreed, social justice Progressives hoped this would be the
opening wedge to extend new rights to labor. Oregon ruling had a narrow gender basis. It declared that the
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state had an interest in protecting the reproductive capacities of women. Social justice Progressives lobbied
municipal governments to enact new ordinances to ameliorate existing urban conditions of poverty, disease,
and inequality. Women also secured municipal public baths in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, and other cities.
Organized women in Philadelphia and Dallas were largely responsible for their cities implementing new clean
water systems. Women set up pure milk stations to prevent infant diarrhea and organized infant welfare
societies. Standard accounts of the passage of the Pure Food and Drug Act and pure milk ordinances generally
credit male professionals with putting in place such reforms, but female social justice Progressives were
instrumental in putting this issue before the country. They argued that no society could progress if it allowed
child labor. Julia Lathrop first headed the bureau, which was thenceforth dominated by women. The Supreme
Court ruled the law unconstitutional because it violated state powers to regulate conditions of labor. A
constitutional amendment banning child labor was attacked by manufacturers and conservative organizations
protesting that it would give government power over children. Only four states ratified the amendment. The
American Medical Association opposed the bill as a violation of its expertise. Businessmen and political
leaders protested that the federal government should not interfere in health care and objected that it would
raise taxes. These venues intended to bring people together to learn about one another and their needs, to
provide assistance for those needing help, and to lobby their governments to provide social goods to people.
This was not reform from the bottom; middle-class women almost always led these venues. Most of these
efforts were also racially exclusive, but African American women established venues of their own. Hope
urged women to investigate the problems of their neighborhoods and bring their issues to the municipal
government. Despite these participatory venues, much literature on such movements emphasizes male
initiatives and fails to appreciate gender differences. They helped write national anti-child labor legislation,
minimum wage and maximum hour laws, aid to dependent children, and elements of the Social Security Act.
Such legislation at least partially fulfilled the social justice Progressive agenda that activist government
provide social goods to protect daily life against the vagaries of the capitalist marketplace. Political
Progressivism Political Progressivism was a structural-instrumental approach to reform the mechanisms and
exercise of politics to break the hold of political parties. Its adherents sought a well-ordered government run
by experts to undercut a political patronage system that favored trading votes for services. Political
Progressives believed that such reforms would enhance democracy. The plan advocated state-level reforms to
electoral procedures. A key proposal of the Wisconsin Idea was to replace the existing party control of all
nominations with a popular direct primary. Wisconsin became the first state to require the direct primary. The
plan also proposed giving voters the power to initiate legislation, hold referenda on proposed legislation, and
recall elected officials. Wisconsin voters adopted these proposals by , 17 although Oregon was the first state to
adopt the initiative and referendum, in Political Progressives proposed shifting to merit-based government by
experts provided by theoretically nonpartisan appointed commissions or city managers systems that would
apply businesslike expertise and fiscal efficiency to government. They proposed replacing city councils
elected by districts wards with citywide at-large elections, creating strong mayor systems to undercut the
machinations of city councils, and reducing the number of elective offices. They also sought new municipal
charters and home-rule powers to give cities more control over their governing authority and taxing power.
They attended national conferences such as the National Conference on City Planning, discussing topics of
concern to political Progressives. The National Municipal League formulated a model charter to reorganize
municipal government predicated on home rule and argued that its proposals would provide good tools for
democracy. Bemis into his administration. They failed in Chicago. A new breed of politicians who appealed to
interest group politics gained control rather than rule by experts. When corporate interests challenged
antipollution ordinances and increased government regulation as causing undue hardship for manufacturers,
political Progressives countered with economic answers. Pollution was an economic problem: Des Moines
ruled that there were no valid constitutional objections to state power to regulate pollution. The Pittsburgh
Ladies Health Protective Association argued that smoke pollution was a general health hazard. They
demanded immediate strict antismoke ordinances and inspectors to vigorously inspect and enforce the
ordinances. The league urged all city residents to monitor pollution in their neighborhoods. For political
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Progressives, good government also meant using professional expertise to plan city growth and reorder the
urban built environment. They abandoned an earlier City Beautiful movement that focused on cultural and
aesthetic beautification in favor of systematic planning by architects, engineers, and city planners to secure the
economic development desired by business. They proposed new street configurations to facilitate the
movement of goods and people. She stressed that no plan was good if it emphasized only economy.
Simkhovitch and Florence Kelley organized the first National Conference on City Planning around the theme
of planning for social needs. Simkhovitch was the only woman to address the gathering. All the male speakers
emphasized planning for economic development. As architects, lawyers, and engineers, and new professional
planners such as John Nolen and George Ford dominated the planning conferences, Simkhovitch and Kelley
withdrew. Howe believed that democracy was a political mechanism that, if properly ordered and led by
experts, would restore the city to the people. The key to achieving good government and democracy was
municipal home rule. Once freed from state interference, his theoretical city republic would decide in the best
interests of its residents, making city life orderly and thereby more democratic. There people would apply
democracy collectively and create an orderly society. Women and their ideas were consistently pushed to the
margins of political Progressivism. Adams, among others, filled the role of social science expert. Social
scientists founded new disciplinary organizations, such as the American Economics Association. Commons,
University of Chicago sociology professor Charles R. Andrews were prominent members. John Dewey
promulgated new theories of democracy and education. Professional social scientists composed a tight circle
of men who created a space between academia and government from which to advocate for reform. Abbott
briefly held an academic position at Wellesley, but she resigned to join the other women in applying her
training to social research and social activism. Their expertise laid the foundation for the profession of social
work. She was kept on at the university, but by the sociology department directed social sciences away from
seeking practical solutions to everyday life that had linked scholarly inquiry with social responsibility.
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Poverty may well be America's most serious and costly social problem. Each year millions of Americans live in poverty,
and hundreds of billions of public and private dollars are spent annually on efforts to assist the poor.
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others? University of Uruguay, September,
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The Routledge handbook of poverty in the United States / edited by Stephen Nathan Haymes, Maria Vidal de Haymes
and Reuben Jonathan Miller. HC P6 R68 Poverty and power: the problem of structural inequality / Edward Royce.

This revised version takes into consideration the commercial slowdown that happened in via It examines the
nation judgements approximately the way to enforce PRWORA, and the way adjustments have affected the
poverty inhabitants and total welfare procedure. New positive factors for this version contain an appendix of
web assets a state-by-state tables of poverty charges. An Economy of Makeshifts PDF This attention-grabbing
learn investigates the adventure of English poverty among and and the ways that the bad made ends meet. The
word "economy of makeshifts" has usually been used to summarise the patchy, determined and occasionally
failing techniques of the negative for cloth survival. Download e-book for iPad: The Wretched Les Miserables
is the foundation for either the longest working musical at the West finish and the highly-acclaimed fresh
movie starring Hugh Jackman and Anne Hathaway. Victor Hugo used to be born in Besancon, France in In he
released his first choice of poetry and within the similar yr, he married his youth buddy, Adele Foucher. In he
released his most renowned younger novel, Notre-Dame de Paris. A royalist and conservative as a tender guy,
Hugo later turned a dedicated social democrat and was once exiled from France because of his political
actions. In , he wrote his longest and maximum novel, The Wretched Les Miserables. After his dying in , his
physique lay in kingdom below the Arc de Triomphe prior to being buried within the Pantheon. Christine
Donougher is a contract translator and editor. His most modern ebook is That candy Enemy: Poverty and
Profit in the American City PDF Publication Trailer From Harvard sociologist and MacArthur "Genius"
Matthew Desmond, a landmark paintings of scholarship and reportage that might without end switch the way
in which we glance at poverty in America In this brilliant,heartbreaking publication, Matthew Desmond takes
us into the poorest neighborhoods of Milwaukee to inform the tale of 8 households at the part. Scott is a
gradual nurse ate up by way of a heroin dependancy. Lamar, a guy without legs and an area jam-packed with
boys to appear after, attempts to paintings his manner out of debt. Vanetta participates in a botched stickup
after her hours are minimize. The fates of those households are within the arms of 2 landlords: Sherrena
Tarver, a former schoolteacher became inner-city entrepreneur, and Tobin Charney, who runs one of many
worst trailer parks in Milwaukee. Even within the so much desolate components of yank towns, evictions was
infrequent. In vibrant, intimate prose, Desmond presents a ground-level view of 1 of the main pressing
concerns dealing with the US this day. Its unforgettable scenes of wish and loss remind us of the centrality of
domestic, with no which not anything else is feasible. Bushmeat from Farm, Fallow and wooded area pages
15â€” Glyn Davies, Bjorn Schulte?
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The term reflected the combination of outward wealth and dazzle with inner corruption and poverty. They
stress greed, scandals, and corruption of the Gilded Age. They set in motion developments that would shape
the country for generationsâ€”the reunification of the South and North, the integration of four million newly
freed African Americans, westward expansion, immigration, industrialization, urbanization. It was also a
period of reform, in which many Americans sought to regulate corporations and shape the changes taking
place all around them. A compromise gave Hayes the presidency in return for the end of Reconstruction and
the removal of federal military support for the remaining biracial Republican governments that had emerged in
the former Confederacy. With that agreement, Congress abandoned one of the greatest reforms in American
history: The United States thus accepted a developing system of repression and segregation in the South that
would take the name Jim Crow and persist for nearly a century. The freed people in the South found their
choices largely confined to sharecropping and low-paying wage labor, especially as domestic servants.
Although attempts at interracial politics would prove briefly successful in Virginia and North Carolina,
African American efforts to preserve the citizenship and rights promised to black men in the Fourteenth and
Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution failed. The West Congress continued to pursue a version of reform
in the West, however, as part of a Greater Reconstruction. The federal government sought to integrate the
West into the country as a social and economic replica of the North. Land redistribution on a massive scale
formed the centerpiece of reform. Through such measures as the Homestead and Railroad Acts of , the
government redistributed the vast majority of communal lands possessed by American Indian tribes to railroad
corporations and white farmers. To redistribute that land, the government had to subdue American Indians,
and the winter of saw the culmination of the wars that had been raging on the Great Plains and elsewhere in
the West since the end of the Civil War. Following the American defeat at the Battle of the Little Bighorn the
previous fall, American soldiers drove the Lakota civil and spiritual leader Sitting Bull and his followers into
Canada. They forced the war leader Crazy Horse to surrender and later killed him while he was held prisoner.
Sitting Bull would eventually return to the United States, but he died in at the hands of the Indian police
during the Wounded Knee crisis. The defeat of the Lakotas and the utterly unnecessary Nez Perce War of
ended the long era of Indian wars. There would be other small-scale conflicts in the West such as the Bannock
War and the subjugation of the Apaches, which culminated with the surrender of Geronimo in , but these were
largely police actions. The slaughter of Lakota Ghost Dancers at Wounded Knee in did bring a major
mobilization of American troops, but it was a kind of coda to the American conquest since the federal
government had already effectively extended its power from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The treaty system had
officially ended in , but Americans continued to negotiate agreements with the Indians. The goal of these
agreements, and American land policy in general, was to create millions of new farms and ranches across the
West. Not satisfied with already ceded lands, reformersâ€”the so-called "Friends of the Indians" whose
champion in Congress was Senator Henry Dawesâ€”sought to divide reservations into individual farms for
Indians and then open up most or all of the remaining land to whites. The Dawes Act of became their major
tool, but the work of the Dawes Commission in extended allotment to the Creeks, Cherokees, Seminoles,
Chickasaws, and Choctaws in Indian Territory, which became the core of the state of Oklahoma. Land
allotment joined with the establishment of Indian schools and the suppression of native religions in a sweeping
attempt to individualize Indians and integrate them one by one into American society. The policy would fail
miserably. Indian population declined precipitously; the tribes lost much of their remaining land, and Indians
became the poorest group in American society. Immigration Between and immigrants prompted much more
concern among native-born white Americans than did either black people or Indian peoples. During these
years there was a net immigration of approximately 7,, people into the United States. During roughly the same
period, the population of the country increased by about 27 million people, from about 49 million in to 76
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million in Before the immigrants came largely from Western Europe and China. Taking the period between
and as a whole, Germans comprised 28 percent of American immigrants; the British comprised 18 percent, the
Irish 15 percent, and Scandinavians 11 percent. Together they made up 72 percent of the total immigration. At
the end of the century, the so-called "New Immigration" signaled the rise of southern and eastern Europe as
the source of most immigrants to America. The influx worried many native-born Americans who still thought
of the United States as a white Protestant republic. Many of the new immigrants did not, in the racial
classifications of the day, count as white. As the century wore on, they were increasingly Catholic and Jewish.
Immigrants entered every section of the country in large numbers except for the South. They settled in
northeastern and midwestern cities and on western and midwestern farms. The Pacific and mountain West
contained the highest percentage of immigrants of any region in and The immigrants forged networks that
shaped how and where they migrated and the kinds of communities they established. Chain migrations linked
migrants to prior migrants. Early arrivals wrote home to bring family, friends, and neighbors to the United
States. Over large swaths of Minnesota, the Dakotas, and elsewhere German was the primary language of
daily life. Tensions between immigrants and the native born over the language to be spoken in public schools,
Sunday closures of businesses sabbatarianism , and temperance reform often put cultural issues and practices
at the center of local and state politics. Taken together, immigration and the end of Reconstruction triggered an
anti-democratic movement to restrict access to the ballot box. They advocated restrictions on voting as a way
to check corruption, elevate political culture, and marginalize thoseâ€”they had in mind immigrants and
blacksâ€”whom they thought incapable of meeting the obligations of republican politics. They sought political
changes that would make it far more difficult for the poor and immigrants to vote. Over time, through poll
taxes, residence requirements, literacy requirements, and more, they would succeed. The mass politics and
high voting rates characteristic of late nineteenth-century America would not outlive the era. Attempts to
restrict suffrage were part of a strong political and social backlash against immigrants that developed over the
course of the century. The United States welcomed immigrants because they were essential to its growing
economy, but nativists opposed immigrants as antithetical to American culture and society. They thought of
immigrants as exotic and inassimilable. In certain situations, however, nativists had allies who were
immigrants or the children of immigrants. Workers, both immigrant and native born, often feared that
corporations were using contract laborâ€”workers recruited abroad at lower wages than those paid American
workersâ€”to undermine American working conditions and the American family, which they defined as a
working man whose wife maintained the home. They opposed certain kinds of immigration. One of the
forgotten reforms of the period, the Foran Act of , outlawed contract labor, but the law proved difficult to
enforce. Alliances of some native-born Americans with some immigrants against other immigrants proved
most effective in the case of the Chinese. Roughly , Chinese immigrated to the United States between and ,
and they became the personification of both the inassimilable immigrant and the contract worker. Although
the Chinese came as free laborers, they were often branded as coolies: Racists had previously claimed that
superior Anglo-Saxons would inevitably replace "inferior" races. But in the West, while Sinophobes saw the
Chinese as exotic and inferior, they also thought the Chinese would triumph over the supposedly superior
white men because they were efficient workers. Immigrants and the native born formed mobs that attacked the
Chinese at Rock Springs, Wyoming, in and expelled them from Tacoma, Washington, in and Seattle in
Congress passed ten-year restrictions on Chinese immigration in and and a permanent exclusion act in Late in
the nineteenth century, those who opposed immigration from Italy, Hungary, and elsewhere compared those
groups to the Chinese. Some immigrants could wrap themselves in the mantle of Americanism if they were
"white" and Protestant. Protestant immigrants, particularly Scandinavians and Scots-Irish, joined the American
Protective Association in to restrict Catholic immigration as it rode a larger wave of anti-Catholicism that
swept over the country. Aimed initially at Irish and Catholic schools, anti-Catholicism increased its range as
new Catholic immigrants began to arrive. Agricultural, Commercial, and Industrial Development Although
not all of them intended to stay, most immigrants came to the United States for economic opportunity. Cheap
land and relatively high wages, compared to their home countries, were available regardless of citizenship.
The Homestead Act did not require that settlers filing for land be American citizens, and the railroads not only
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sold their land grants cheaply, they advertised widely in Europe. The results of this distribution of fertile and
largely accessible land were astonishing. Everything in the late nineteenth century seemed to move faster than
ever before. Americans brought more land under cultivation between and million acres than they had since the
English first appeared at Jamestown in million acres. Farmers abandoned small, worn-out farms in the East
and developed new, larger, and more fertile farms in the Midwest and West. They developed so much land
because they farmed extensively, not intensively. In terms of yields per acre, American farmers ranked far
below Europe. Maintaining fertility demanded labor, which was precisely what American farmers were bent
on reducing. They invested not in labor but in technology, particularly improved plows, reapers, and threshers.
With westward expansion onto the prairies, a single family with a reaper could increase acreage and thus
production without large amounts of hired labor. Arable free lands grew scarcer during the s, forcing more and
more land seekers west into arid lands beyond the 98th meridian. In many years these lands lacked adequate
rainfall to produce crops. The expansion of agricultural lands led to what superficially seems a paradox:
During the same period, the percentage of workers employed in agriculture fell. Such statistics seemed to
reflect a decline in the importance of farming, but in fact, they reflected its significance and efficiency.
Farmers produced more than the country could consume with smaller and smaller percentages of its available
labor. They exported the excess, and the children of farmers migrated to cities and towns. Where at the
beginning of the century exports composed about 10 percent of farm income, they amounted to between 20
and 25 percent by the end of the century. Migration from rural to urban areas dwarfed both foreign migration
and westward migration. The rise of industrial America, the dominance of wage labor, and the growth of cities
represented perhaps the greatest changes of the period. Few Americans at the end of the Civil War had
anticipated the rapid rise of American industry. As the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics and Labor declared
in , wage labor was universal: The relatively high wages for skilled workers led employers to seek ways to
replace skilled with unskilled or semi-skilled workers. Mechanization provided the best tactic for deskilling
work and lowering wages. Many of the bitterest strikes of the period were attempts to control working rules
and to maintain rather than raise wages. Beginning with the Great Railroad Strike of , through the Great
Upheaval of that culminated in the slaughter at Haymarket Square, then through the Homestead Strike ,
Pullman Strike , and more, the largest confrontations often involved violence and the intervention by state or
federal governments to repress the strikes. Railroads Many of these strikes involved the railroads; the whole
economy seemed to revolve around the railroads. At the end of the s the railroads renewed their expansion.
With a brief break in the s, expansion continued at a reckless pace until
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